Name _____________________________________ Date _____________________ Per ________________
Greek Mask Rubric
Mask Criteria
Mask develops a
character

Neatness
Craftsmanship

Excellent
4
One can easily tell that the
character is male or female,
common, god, or royalty
based on the great features

Average
3
One can somewhat tell the nature
of the character

Needs Improvement
2
One cannot tell the nature of the
character





Mask is somewhat complete
but could be much neater
More effort needed to use
materials wisely
More time should have been
spent in completing the mask




Mask is not finished
Little effort in craftsmanship
demonstrated



Mask does not appear to be
complete; class time was not
spent wisely

Some creativity is apparent



Little or no creativity is
apparent


Effort/Time
Obvious good use
of class time




Creativity



The mask is neat, clean,
and complete.
Effort was made in skillful
use of materials
Student took time and
effort to complete the
mask
Some outside time may
have been used
A great use of creativity is
demonstrated






Total Pts ________ 16 = A+, 13.5 = B, 12 = C, 10 = D
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